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evopark connects car park operators and mobility providers
The gateway to a new parking experience
Cologne, Germany. Since 2018 evopark is the digital think tank of the internationally
operating family business Scheidt & Bachmann. Now the start-up has launched a new
product to the market: evopark GATEWAY is a digital interface connecting car park operators
and mobility providers.
"For car park operators evopark GATEWAY is the key to digitally connecting to mobility providers
such as automobile manufacturers. It enables them to open up their car parks to new customers via
a single API (Application Programming Interface)", explains Philipp Schnorbach, Director of Sales at
evopark. "evopark GATEWAY is an all-in-one solution! Via this interface the operator automatically
gets access to all connected mobility providers and vice versa! This saves both parties timeconsuming negotiations and contracts with each company".
Since November evopark has been cooperating with the parking service provider sunhill
technologies, whose customers can pay cashlessly for more than 480,000 parking spots nationwide.
Via evopark GATEWAY, sunhill users also get access to parking facilities of the evopark network.
"The integration is simple and fast. Once connected via evopark GATEWAY, operators and mobility
service providers can gain long-term access to new customer groups as well as a steadily growing
network of attractive parking facilities. All this via a single interface," emphasizes Andreas Wagner,
Director of Product & IT at evopark. The evopark GATEWAY API is based on the Alliance for Parking
Data Standards (APDS) and their guiding principles and can be used internationally and
independently of the system provider in the car park.
Thanks to RFID or license plate recognition, car drivers can access the car park contactless and
thus benefit from a new customer experience. "The car park operator receives real-time reports on
all digital parking processes. He always remains in full control," remarks Andreas Wagner.
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About evopark:
evopark started in 2014 with the vision to make parking considerably easier for drivers. The start-up
company has developed a wide range of digital parking solutions for B2B partners such as AXA
insurance or the sports car manufacturers Porsche and Daimler. Numerous well-known companies
already rely on evopark solutions: e.g. ECE Projektmanagement as well as many large and regional car
park operators such as Stadtwerke Trier, APCOA and the system manufacturers Scheidt & Bachmann,
SKIDATA, Designa and ICA. Besides solutions for contactless entry and cashless payment in car parks,
evopark offers Software as a Service (SaaS) products for the efficient management of short- and longterm parkers. Mobility providers use evopark technologies to offer their customers digital, innovative
parking services. Since 2018 evopark belongs to the Scheidt & Bachmann Group, an international
operating systems house and leading supplier for parking and access systems, fare collection systems,
fuel retail solutions and signalling systems.
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